Virtual reality (VR) has re-emerged as a low-cost, highly accessible consumer product, and training on simulators is rapidly becoming standard in many industrial sectors. Combined with the continued advancements in VR technology, the interest in platforms that generate immersive experiences has increased. However, the available systems are either focusing on gaming context, featuring limited capabilities (embedded editors in game engines) or they support only content creation of virtual environments without any rapid prototyping and modification. In this project we propose Scenior, an innovative coding-free, visual scripting platform to replicate gamified training scenarios through Rapid Prototyping via newly defined VR software design patterns. We implemented and compared three authoring tools: a) Prototyped scripting, b) Visual Scripting and c) VR Editor for rapid reconstruction of VR training scenarios. Our Visual Scripting module is capable generating training applications utilizing a node-based scripting system whereas the VR Editor gives the user/developer the ability to customize and populate new VR training scenarios directly from within the virtual environment. We also introduce Action Prototypes, a new software design pattern suitable to replicate behavioural tasks for VR experiences. In a addition, we present the scenegraph architecture as the main model to represent training scenarios on a modular, dynamic and highly adaptive acyclic graph based on a structured educational curriculum.
INTRODUCTION
Scenior is a Visual Scripting system capable to generate VR training scenarios following a modular Rapid Prototyping architecture. Our initial goal was to define how to construct complex training pipelines from elementary behaviours derived from prototyped and reusable software building blocks. Inspired from game programming patterns, we implemented new software design patterns named Actions for VR experiences to support a variety of commonly used interactions and procedures within training scenarios offering great flexibility in the development of immersive VR metaphors. We designed Scenior as a collection of authoring tools combining a Visual Scripting system and an embedded VR Editor forming a bridge from product conceptualization to product realization and development in a reasonably fast manner without the fuss of complex programming and fixtures.
The main goal of this project is to implement and compare three different authoring mechanics a) prototyped scripting, b) visual scripting and c) VR Editor for rapid reconstruction of VR training scenarios based on design patterns. In more detail, the proposed system facilitates a VR playground to recreate training scenarios using the developed tools and functionalities. From the developer's perspective, this system forms a Software Development Kit (SDK) to generate VR content, which follows a well-structured educational pipeline. After coding the training scenario, users can experience the exported simulation using a VR headset and a pair of controllers.
For rapid operation adaptation to variations, we implemented a schematic representation of VR experiences to replicate training scenarios in a directed acyclic graph. By prototyping commonly used interaction patterns we managed to create a customizable platform able to generate new content with minimal changes. Inspired from game programming patterns, we implemented new design patterns for VR experiences to support a variety of commonly used interactions ad procedures within training scenarios offering great flexibility in the development of VR metaphors.
During the development process, our design decisions focused around the implementation of a system to transform interactions and behaviours from the real world to the virtual through VR technology. Our set of goals and design decisions were the following:
• Educational pipeline: We are interested in representing an educational process into an efficient data structure, for simple creation, easy maintenance and fast traversal.
• Modular Architecture: To support a wide variety of interactions and different behaviours within the virtual environment we want our system to integrate a modular architecture of different components linked into a common structure.
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Figure 1: The Architectural diagram of Scenior. The platform consists of Scenegraph along with the Action Prototypes. In a higher hierarchy the authoring tools (Visual Scripting and VR Editor) are facilitating tools to generate interactive behaviours in the virtual environment. Finally, the training scenarios are implemented from the auto-generated code.
• Code-free SDK: Our intentions were to develop a platform where users can create VR training scenarios without advanced programming knowledge. We also want to study techniques for content creation on VR experiences: Nodebased Visual Scripting an VR Editor are becoming popular tools among game engines.
• VR Metaphor: We want to study the differences between design principles on different platforms (Desktop, VR, AR etc.). What are the fundamentals in developing VR experiences paying respect to the deployed medium? • Rapid Prototyping: We are interested in making reusable prototyped modules to implement more complex interactive behaviours derived from simple building blocks. Our goal is to define basic structural elements capable to visualize simple behaviours but when combined recreate complex training scenarios.
• VR Software Design Patters: What are the benefits of gamified software design patterns in VR applications? We wan to support a large number of interactive behaviours in VR applications to promote new software patterns specially formulated to speed up the development of VR experiences.
During the development process, our design decisions focused around the implementation of a platform, encapsulating key modules to construct and maintain interactive VR training scenarios. Thus, we introduce the following components:
• Scenegraph Architecture: We developed a dynamic, modular tree data structure to represent the training scenario following a well defined educational curriculum. A scenegraph tree stores data regarding the tasks where the trainee is asked to accomplish, dismantling the educational pipeline into simplified elements and focusing on one step at the time. Scenegraph facilitates the core architectural element of Scenior orchestrating the educational tasks of each scenario and the interoperability of its different modules.
• Action Prototypes: We designed basic Prototypes based on VR software design patterns to transfer behaviours from the real to the virtual world. Action Prototypes populate the scenegraph tree with well defined task for user to accomplish in order to complete a training scenario.
• Visual Scripting: We integrated a Visual Scripting system as an authoring tool to export training scenarios from a node-based, coding-free user interface.
• VR Editor: We embedded a run-time VR Editor within the training scenarios to give user the ability to customize and create new scenarios directly from the VR environment.
• Pilot application: We implemented the above mechanics into a pilot training scenario to generate a VR experience utilizing Scenior. In more detail, we developed a training scenario around the restoration of an antique clock where the trainee is asked to perform specific tasks make the clock ticking again. We also conducted a qualitative evaluation to evaluate the feasibility, time consumption and user experience of Scenior.
RELATED WORK
Training simulations and educational applications are evolving to support a wide variety of scenarios and occupations. In addition, VR offers a portable, low cost and immersive solution to cover the need for training and education in various sectors. From pilots to surgeons [11] , VR has a massive impact of training due to embodied cognition and psychomotor capabilities. In this section we will present the state of the art in VR training, their impact in education and other authoring Mixed Reality platforms.
The impact of VR in Training and Education
The engagement of education with novel technological solutions provide new opportunities to increase collaboration and interaction through participants, making the learning process more active, effective, meaningful, and motivating [6] , [1] . Collaborative VR applications for learning [12] , studies for the impact of VR in exposure treatment [2] as well as surveys for human social interaction [21] have shown the potential of VR as a training tool. The learning capabilities of VR have great potential from surgical simulations [22, 23] , to supplementary material for learning courses [3] . However, the majority of VR simulators primary provide training, neglecting the educational factor [9] . It is a common misconception to confuse the terms education and training: education refers to the acquisition of knowledge and information whereas training refers to the acquisition of skills (cognitive or psychomotor). Focusing on the educational factor, the use of VR for knowledge transfer and e-learning is now extended as the R&D grows around entire VR environments where the learning takes place [19] . Virtual Reality rapidly increases its potential and influence on e-learning applications [5] and simulations by taking advantage of two basic principles: a) the immersion and b) the embodiment [29, 30] . In more detail, immersive environments are capable to present a realistic scenario as it is, as it would be in real life.
VR-based learning, serious games and gamification [14] approaches for interactive learning events extend beyond simple technical and procedural skills. VR environments allows trainees to engage into multidisciplinary groups and focus on individual as well as teambased cognitive skills including problem solving [32] , decisionmaking, and team behavioural skills [25] . These concepts are essential to develop an educational curriculum [15] to enhance knowledge and skill transfer from the virtual to the real world.
Visual Programming as an authoring tool
Visual programming is getting more publicity as more platforms and tools are emerging to enlarge the community. We can separate them into two categories according to their visual appearance and basic functionalities: a) block-based and b) node-based scripting languages Block-based visual languages consist of modular blocks that represent fundamental programming utilities (if else, while, for loops etc.) or even custom prototypes that describe more complex functionalities. OpenBlocks [27] proposes an extendable framework that enables application developers to build their own graphical block programming systems by specifying a single XML file. Google's online visual scripting platform Blocky [24] uses interlocking, graphical blocks to represent code concepts like variables, logical expressions, loops, and other basic programming patterns to export blocks to many programming languages like JavaScript, Python, PHP and Lua. Another approach from MIT is StarLogo [17] , a client-based modeling and simulation software which facilitates the generation and understanding of simulations of complex systems. StarLogo utilize 3D graphics, sounds and a block based interface to facilitate as a programming tool for educational video games. Finally, another interesting approach is the Scratch [18] visual programming language and environment, which primarily targets ages 8 to 16
offering an authoring tool to support self-directed learning through tinkering and collaboration with peers.
On the other hand, node-based visual languages, represent structures and data flow using logical nodes linked with edges reflecting their correlation. The resulting structure looks like a directed graph that provides users with a visual overview of important data and program flow. GRaIL [8] was one of the first systems that featured a visual scripting method for the creation of computer instructions based on cognitive visual patterns. It was used to make sophisticated programs that can be compiled and run at full speed, or stepped through with a debugging interpreter that can run the program at variable speeds. More recently, [16] published three case studies on Visual programming for building information modeling (BIM) utilizing Dynamo, an pen source graphical programming framework for design. a lightweight tool with an intuitive user interface for commissioning of IP-enabled WSNs.
Another tool [28] proposed a solution that includes a visual programming interface with a common framework for discovering smart home services on multi-node wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to connect to the Internet in a secure, simple and efficient way. The system has also code analysis capabilities and generates Python code to produce programming modules. Following the same pattern, BricklAyeR [31] is a collaborative platform designed for users with limited programming skills that allows the creation of Intelligent Environments through a building-block interface. Another interesting project is ARTIST [13] , proposing a platform which provides methods and tools for real-time interaction between human and non-human characters to generate reusable, low cost and optimized MR experiences. Its aim is to develop a code-free system for the deployment and implementation of MR content, while using semantically data from heterogeneous resources.
Editing directly from the VR environment
The development of authoring tools in virtual reality systems led to the integration of sophisticated functionalities from within the virtual environment. One of them is the implementation of VR Editors as an embedded feature for rapid creation of digital worlds directly from the virtual environment.
In SIGGRAPH 2017, Unity technologies presented EditorVR, an experimental scene editor which encapsulates all the Unity's features from within the virtual environment giving developers the ability to create a 3D scene while wearing a VR headset. EditorVR supports features for initially laying out or modify a scene in VR, making adjustments to components using the Inspector workspace and building custom tools. The same year, Unreal Engine announced VR Mode, following similar principles. VR Mode enables to design and build worlds in a virtual reality environment using the full capabilities of the Unreal Editor Toolset combined with interaction models designed specifically for VR world building.
Except from game engines, VR editors started emerging into other software sectors like model editing. MARUI is a plugin for Autodesk Maya that lets designers jump right into the virtual scene and perform modelling and animation tasks. MARUI 3 claims that it not only allows designers to work comfortably with unlimited workspace and freedom of posture, but it can also can reduce the production costs up to 50%. Another noticeable project is RiftSketch [7] , a live coding environment built for VR, which allows the development and design of 3D scenes from VR. RiftSketch proposes a hybrid XR system utilizing an external RGB camera and a leap motion sensor to record live footage from the programmer's hands while writing code and project this image into the virtual environment. Finally, eyecadVR, proposes a VR editor for architecture design and scene management, a professional solution for architects to visualize and create their project while being immersed into the virtual world.
The currently available VR editors feature scene management capabilities with intuitive ways to build a scene directly from the virtual environment. However, there are no available authoring tools to offer a complete system for developing a behavioural VR experience including both the design and the programming aspect.
Rapid Prototyping as a software design pattern
Prototyping hides the complexity of making new instances from the mother object. The concept is to copy an existing object rather than creating a new instance from scratch, something that may include costly operations. The existing object acts as a prototype and contains the state of the object. The newly copied object may change same properties only if required. This approach saves costly resources and time, especially when the object creation is a heavy process. Mark Giereth and Thomas Erlt [10] described three design patterns for rapid visualization prototyping: a) a mapping of object oriented models to relational data tables used in many visualization frameworks b) a script based approach for the configuration of visualization applications and c) performing online changes on the visual mapping by enhancing fine-grained mapping operators with scripting capabilities. A virtual prototyping system that integrates VR with Rapid Prototyping to create virtual or digital prototypes to facilitate product development is described in [4] . Combining VR with Rapid Prototyping can result to a powerful tool for testing and evaluating new products and ideas before being employed in practical manufacturing, preventing costly mistakes, decreasing time to market, and meanwhile increasing worker safety. In his book J. Rix et. Al [26] discussed the importance of Virtual Prototyping form the applications point of view. Among others, he underlined that developing virtual prototypes and integrate this technology to the product development process promises major advantages for the industrial process such as the reduction of time, saving cost and the increase of quality. In addition, he states that rapid product development and virtual prototyping are fast becoming commodities of worldclass companies as a solution to maximize their effectiveness.
THE SCENEGRAPH ARCHITECTURE
To achieve a goal whether it is the restoration of a statue, the repair of an engine's gearbox or a surgical procedure you need to follow a list of tasks/steps in a sequential order. We are referring to those steps as Actions. For instance, if we want to hang a painting on the wall we have to perform the following Actions: 1) Mark the wall using a pen, 2) Hammer a nail at the marked spot and 3)Hang the painting on the wall.
A simple visualization of the mentioned Actions would be to link them in a single line one after another. However, in complex training scenarios with dozens of Actions a sequential representation would not be very convenient due to the absence of classification and hierarchical visual representation. For this reason, we implemented the Scenegraph architecture. Scenegraph is a tree data structure representing the tasks/Actions of a training scenario. The root of the tree holds the structure, on the first depth we initialize the Lesson nodes, then the Stage nodes and finally at leaf level the Action nodes. One of the main principle of this project is to modify scenegraph and Action components using three different editors (scripting, visual scripting and the VR editor). To achieve this, the scenegraph data is stored as an xml file for efficient maintenance and editing. However, an xml file is not easy to read especially when crowded with various information and data fields due to complex data structures. This was the reason the three developed tools offer extended functionalities, editing abilities and easy maintenance of the scenegraph structure even for complex training scenarios.
ACTION PROTOTYPES
Actions represent interactive behaviours/tasks user needs to complete in the virtual environment to accomplish the training scenario. In this section, we will analyze how we implemented new VR software design patterns thought the rapid prototyping of Actions.
The IAction Interface
The Action object reflects a flexible structural module, capable to generate complex behaviours from basic elements. This also reflects the concept idea behind scenegraph; provide developers with fundamental elements and tools to implement scenarios from basic principles. Each Action is described by a script containing its behaviour in means of physical actions in the virtual environment. In technical details, each Action script implements the IAction interface, which defines the basic rules every Action should follow. This interface ensures that all Actions will have the same methods and structures.
• Initialize: (Method) This method is the first one to call when starting an Action. It is responsible to instantiate all the necessary 3D objects for the Action to run normally. • Clear: (Method) Clears the scene from initialized objects and references from the Action. This method is also used from Perform and Undo methods to clear the currently active Action.
• ParallelActionID: (Property) Stores the ID number of the parallel module the Action is registered. This information is used when two or more Actions are initialized at the same time offering user the ability to choose on how he wants to proceed in the scenario. This functionality is described as Alternative Paths presenting the dynamic capabilities of scenegraph. Designing a shared interface among the structural elements of a system is the first step to prototype commonly used components. This methodology is both beneficial for the user and the developer: a) users are introduced with interactive patterns that are familiar with, avoiding complex behaviours while b) developers are coding following the same implementation patterns leading to the easy maintenance of applications.
From Actions to VR Design Patterns
At this point, we have described the basic interface each Action should implement to initialized and performed properly. With this interface, a developer can generate action scripts that behave in a common ruleset, following the scenegraph pipeline. However, this would not be very convenient since the Actions in this form have a lot of flexibility in terms of implementation. This is problematic in systems where developers need classification in properties to run across different modules. To make our system more efficient we have to limit the capabilities of the Action entity to target simple but commonly used behaviours/tasks in training scenarios. Modelling those behaviours, we will generate a pool of generic behavioural patterns as prototyped software patterns suitable for VR applications.
The implementation of Action Prototypes was highly inspired by Game Programming Patterns [20] as an alternative paradigm for design patterns specially design for VR experiences. The immersion of virtual environments causes the implementation of programming patterns to fit into a more interactive way of thinking. The classic game design patterns tend to be deprecated since interactive environments like VR applications are focused to the connection of user with the virtual assets. For this reason, the software patterns developed in this project designed to match the needs for interactivity, embodied cognition and physicality on VR experiences.
Technically, Action Prototypes are a collection of objects referring to specific interactive task. In this project we developed three Action Prototypes:
• Insert Action: is referring to a specific type of Action that user has to insert an object to a predefined position in order to complete it. Technically, to implement an Insert Action developer/user needs to set the initial and the final position of an object, then the task for the user would be to take this particular object and place it in the correct place paying respect to its orientation.
• Remove Action: describes a step of the procedure which user has to remove an object using his hands. To implement a Remove Action developer/user needs to define the position where the object will be instantiated, thus the goal of user would be to reach and remove it from this position.
• Use Action: refers to the step where user needs to take an object from the virtual scene and interact with it over a predefined area. • Base Prototype: The Base Prototype does not represent a behaviour like the previous prototypes, is the base class where the other prototypes derive from. It contains common methods used across multiple prototypes for better organization and code optimization. Figure 4 illustrates an architectural diagram of Action Prototypes to visualize better their dependencies.
Action Prototypes are based on an extendable software architecture capable to integrate new Prototyped Actions with minimal changes and with no correlation with existing Actions.
Action Prototypes form a powerful software pattern to implement interactive tasks in VR experiences. They extend the currently used game design patterns proposing a behavioural interactive pattern ideal for training scenarios and educational applications. Unitizing Action Prototypes, developers can replicate custom behaviours with a few lines of code taking advantage of their abstraction and reusability.
Alternative Paths
The Action prototypes mentioned above, function as a new design pattern for VR experiences, a modular building block to develop applications in combination with the scenegraph architecture described. However, the proposed scenegraph architecture we can generate VR experiences following a "static" pipeline of Actions where user needs to complete a predefined list of tasks. In order to transform Scenegraph from a static tree into a dynamic graph we introduced Alternative Paths. Since an educational pipeline can lead to multiple paths according to user's actions and decisions, Scenegraph follows the same adaptive principles.
In addition, certain actions or even wrong estimations and technical errors may deviate the original training scenario from its normal path. For example, in a paint restoration process if the technician does not pay attention to the correct consistency of used chemicals may cause damage to the painting. This damage should now be fixed causing the scenegraph to dynamically add more Actions to fix the damage. Except for backtracking after wrong estimations and errors the Alternative Path mechanic is also used in situations where the trainee needs to make a particular decision over a dilemma. On a training scenario this feature preliminary stresses the judgment level of trainee upon certain situations where deciding among different approaches is required.
We implemented these functionalities to support real time decision making and as a result, Scenegraph can change its structure (Nodes) as the training scenario continues. Scenegraph currently supports the addition, deletion and alternation of Lessons, Stages and Action Nodes depending on the user's actions and decisions.
The Valley of Interactivity
After experimenting with various design patterns and interaction techniques for VR, an interesting pattern appeared regarding the correlation of user experience and the interactivity of the VR application. Without a doubt, an immersive experience relies significantly on the implemented interactive capabilities that form the general user experience. As a result, to make an application more attractive in means of UX we need a more advanced interactive system. However, as we implement more complex interaction mechanics there is a point in timeline where the UX drops dramatically. At this point, the application is too advanced and complex for the user to understand and perform the various tasks with ease. We characterize this feature as heterogeneous behaviourism meaning that user's actions do not follow a deterministic pattern (same actions cause different behaviours) resulting in the inability to complete the implemented Actions due to their incomprehensible complexity. In contrast, applications with limited interactivity follow a linear increase of their user experience. From applications where users are only observers, like 360VR videos to cognitive applications, the interaction curve is linear and VR experiences easy to understand and accomplish. To overcome the effect mentioned before, applications need to drastically enhance their interactivity capabilities and offer users a more intuitive VR environment to understand how they are supposed to act in the virtual world. Overpassing the valley of interactivity, applications are evolving rapidly to follow a psychomotor methodology integrating embodied cognition for the maximum user experience.
VISUAL SCRIPTING
The Scenegraph model is capable to generate applications from reusable fundamental elements (Actions) supporting basic insert, remove and use behaviours in VR. However, what is the next step? What can be done to enhance the development process and speed up the content creation? The complexity of scenegraph xml may cause difficulties visualizing the scenegraph nodes especially for major training scenarios. Another point is the programming skills required do develop such experiences. Using the proposed architecture could be challenging for inexperienced programmers resulting in limited user experience and time consuming debugging sessions.
To eliminate the mentioned difficulties, we introduce Visual Scripting as an additional authoring tool to manage, maintain and develop VR experiences utilizing the scenegraph architectural model and the Action Prototypes. Visual Scripting encapsulates all the functionalities from the base model and at the same time offers high visualization capabilities, which are very effective especially on extended projects.
The Visual Scripting metaphor
The development of a visual scripting system as an assistive tool aimed to visualize the VR training scenario in a convenient way, if possible fit everything into one window. The simplicity of this tool was carefully measured when designing the features since the offered functionalities could be used from non-programmers. A coding-free platform offers a safe environment to work, reducing programming errors and unforeseen discrepancies between projects. From the beginning of the project, one of the main design principles was to strategically abstract the software building blocks into basic elements. The main idea behind this abstraction was the improvement of the visual scripting and VR Editor tools since fundamental elements construct a better visual representation than complex ones. To render the visual nodes we exploited Unity Node Editor Base (UNEB), an open source framework, which provides basic node rendering and management functionalities.
Moving into the Visual Scripting metaphor, the scenegraph data structure forms a tree visualizing the system as a node based editor with nodes linked together with edges forming logical segments and reusable parts. We retrieve this information through reflection and run-time compilation gathering data from the Action scripts. An example of a complete diagram representing a training scenario is illustrated in figure 6 . Developers can utilize Visual Scripting to generate training scenarios as both scenegraph and Action Scripts can be generated automatically through UIs.
One of the major goals of this project was to implement a visual scripting system to replace coding of simple Action behaviours with intuitive and easy to use graphical patterns like nodes, drop down menus, input fields and other clickable elements. In this way, the content creation evolves into a coding free process, encapsulating the system principles into equivalent visual metaphors giving programmers the ability to generate VR training content without high demand in software background. 
Dynamic Action Script code Generation and Compilation
The proposed scenegraph architecture lies on a pipeline of Action scripts to replicate a training scenario in virtual reality. The simplest Action script contains only the overridden Initialize method, which defines the prefabs that would be instantiated when the scenegraph triggers its Initialize method. Visual scripting can generate runtime simple Action Scripts from the information provided from the visual input (Action and Prefab modules). After completing the visual construction of an Action using the scenegraph editor the next step is to generate the Action script to save the implemented behaviour in a C# code script.
To write C# code run-time, we utilized CodeDOM, a build-in tool for .NET Framework that enables runtime code generation and compilation. The abstraction of Action Prototypes offers an elegant implementation to generate each script using a single virtual method. To finalize the Action script, except from the Action Type (Insert, Remove or Use) we also need the implemented behaviour. Action Prototypes retrieve this information directly from the visual scripting editor through the linked nodes relative to the Action module.
After compiling the Action script, we can link it with a reference to the input field of the node from the visual scripting editor. Finally, we have to export the xml file from scenegraph editor that will save the node structure and important data for the Action scripts into a single xml file. This step concludes the process of generating an Action script using only the tools provided from the scenegraph editor and more importantly without writing a single line of code.
Expanding auto generated scripts
Visual scripting generates a basic Action script contains the Initialize method, the minimum requirement for an Action to run properly. However, there are cases where developers need to implement significantly complex Action behaviours to enhance the use experience with additional information and features for a better experience.
Prototyped Actions were developed using a particular software architecture capable to provide the basic gameplay facilities but also enhance those action according to developer's preferences. The Perform method can be overridden directly from the Action script to include this additional behaviour. The same principle is applicable with all the other virtual methods defined in the IAction interface like Undo, Initialize etc. For additional modifications, the best practice is to edit directly the exported script and override the declared IAction methods. In this way, we maintain simple scripts clean while complex ones can be adjusted upon request to fit the training scenario.
VR EDITOR
The visual scripting system enhanced the usability and effectiveness of the scenegraph system to generate gamified training scenarios through a coding-free platform. The impact on content creation was very strong due to the additional tools and features that introduced in the editor. However, visual scripting lacks on one specific and rather important part: the ability to design on-the-go behaviours and scenarios directly within the virtual environment. This feature will improve the design capabilities while offering an intuitive way to modify and update existing applications directly form the virtual environment.
The implementation of VR Editor was designed as an authoring tool on top of the scenegraph architecture, utilizing the developed features of the system to extend the visualization and interaction capabilities of Scenior. This interactive tool will reduce even more the time needed to produce training scenarios due to the run-time modification features and the advanced visualization it provides. In the process of developing a training scenario, it is common to modify key 3D assets multiple times to reach a convenient position to instantiate in the virtual environment. In addition, certain programming behaviours are better designed directly from VR instead of the editor due to the different perspective of the used medium; in this case the VR headset and the controllers.
Medium-oriented design principles
Designing the VR editor was a critical task since it should be well balanced between interaction, usability and simplicity to actually improve the development process instead of make it more complex. Below lies a brief explanation of the three basic principles of application design based on the applied medium.
• Interaction: Describes how the user can interact with a system. From gesture based to voice activated commands each medium has its own characteristics and interaction principles that should be carefully taken in consideration at the design phase.
• Intuition: Reflects the impact of interaction. A system is characterized intuitive if you can get from point A to point B without looking the documentation. In other words describes how the user will achieve his end goal using the provided interaction techniques.
• Functionality: Describes what can be achieved with the proposed system. Functionality is the related to the context and impact. Why we should use this software? What will be the feedback and the results related to our work? Functionality has a serious impact on complexity due to the additional information and data management.
The VR metaphor
The main concept behind the implementation of our VR Editor focuses around an interactive system with floppy disks and a personal computer. The figure 9 illustrates the design of the VR editor along with its various components and floppy disks. The Scenegraph nodes are represented by floppy drives on the left side of the screen. Action scripts are initialized as floppy disks, each one holds the script behaviour that defines the prefabs relative to the Action. There are three types of floppy disk separated with unique 
Generate Actions and parametrization on-the-go
The functionality with the higher impact on the VR Editor is by far the ability to modify and parametrize Actions on the go. This was also the main reason that lead us to implement the VR Editor as an additional authoring tool within the virtual environment, to support a coding-free development tool and give user the ability to modify or even generate new gamified behaviours while playing the training scenario. First of all, users can customize the scenegraph through VR Editor by adding or deleting Scenegraph nodes to match their needs. This functionality has serious impact on users that want to parametrize existing VR training scenarios or create their own without having any programming knowledge. We provide this ability via an interactive UI on the VR Editor with physical buttons and knobs where users can modify and save the scenegraph. The next step is the script generation from the VR Editor. In this process, we will utilize the floppy disks to implement new Action behaviours but also modify existing ones. To generate a new Action, users need to insert a floppy disk representing the Action script (Insert, Remove or Use). The system will register the insertion of floppy disks and an empty Action script will appear on properties screen ready for modification.
If the script is freshly generated it will not have an object attached to the prefab positions, thus we have to generate one to complete the Action script. To implement this functionality we introduced a file manager module for VR Editor. The embedded file manager gives user the ability to traverse through the project's saved models and select the one needed for each case. Manipulating the position of instantiated 3D assets is meaningful as it is common to place an object in a specific location from the 2D computer monitor but from the VR perspective, the object may not fit well.
To conclude, VR Editor proposed a new interactive design not only to manipulate 3D assets to set the virtual scene but also to generate gamified behaviours without writing a single line of code. This feature had a strong impact on content creation, as a script generator and data visualization at the same time. With this tool, users are no longer just observers, the can modify the training scenarios on the go, implement new ideas, correct wrong Action behaviours without specialized programming knowledge.
RESULTS
We organized a user-based qualitative evaluation experiment to examine and quantify the effectiveness and impact of Scenior but to also gather useful data and comments for future updates. In more detail, the experiment conducted from 12 participants, half of them were familiar with computer programming and VR whereas the other half did not have programming background or any familiarity with VR. We split our participants in this way to examine the differences between programmers and non-programmers and how this variable will affect their interaction with Scenior. In the begin of the experiment, participants rate themselves on their familiarity with VR and their programming skills (figure 10).
The experiment was separated in four sessions to evaluate the different components and functionalities of Scenior. The first part was to run a VR training scenario generated from Scenior. For this reason, we developed a VR training scenario regarding the restoration of an antique clock where users asked to complete interactive tasks to make the clock working again. The next session, evaluates the capabilities of Visual Scripting, participants were asked to generate a Use and a Remove Action into the VR scenario. After that, they had to utilize VR Editor to change the positions of certain interactive objects and generate an Insert Action directly from the virtual environment. Finally we had an open discussion with the participants to give us valuable feedback for all the implemented tools.
We begin with the evaluation of the generated training scenario. In the following tables, the completion time is measured in mm:ss format, the evaluation of mechanics in 0-10 range and the Help metric illustrates amount of times where participants asked for hints don't knowing how to proceed further. From table 1 we acquire that non-programmers faced more difficulties on completing the scenario since their average completion time and times asked for help are higher. In contrast they have higher rates in the quality of the overall experience and the educational value of the application. We continue with the evaluation of Visual Scripting tool. In this phase, we explained all the possibilities and functionalities of Visual Scripting and how to generate scripts automatically. After this brief explanation, users were asked to implement a new Use and Remove Action utilizing the scenegraph editor. From table 2 we identify that both programmers and non programmers asked more often for help in the generation of Action scripts than the training scenario. In addition, it is clear, regarding the implementation of Actions, programmers were more familiar with the tools and managed to complete the tasks five minutes earlier. An interesting realization is the fact that non-programmers rated the overall experience higher than the programmers although they gave lower scores on the implementation of Action Scripts. The final evaluation was for VR Editor. We introduced the new tool to the participants with a brief in the beginning to ask them later to implement two tasks. Table 3 shows some interesting results from the evaluation of VR Editor. First of all, participants asked for help in a higher rate that the Visual Scripting tool. In addition, non-programmers completed the tasks four minutes earlier using the VR Editor than the Visual scripting tool. The overall experience has similar values with the one from the Visual Scripting tool.
The next session was an open discussion about Scenior to get feedback from the participants. Some of them suggested to implement additional features on the Visual Scripting editor focusing more in the User Experience that functionality. Other participants commented on the difficulty they had to understand the interaction with some modules from VR Editor since there was not a tutorial while playing the application. In addition, some programmers complained they could not assimilate the generation of Actions through VR Editor due to the overload of information in a single window. A positive feedback we received from some non-programmers was the feeling of accomplishment when the managed to generate a simple VR application without knowing programming. Finally, some programmers mentioned they enjoyed the process of Action generation from the Visual Scripting editor due to the visualization of the complete scenario in a single window.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we presented Scenior, a system capable to generate gamified training experiences exploiting its modular architecture and the authoring tools we developed. We introduced Scenegraph as a dynamic, acyclic data structure to represent any training scenario following an educational curriculum. In addition we proposed a category of new software design patterns, the Action Prototypes, specially formulated for interactive VR applications. Finally, we developed a Visual Scripting tool along with a VR Editor to enhance the visualization and speed up the content creation. Scenior facilitates a collection of mechanics and tools to enhance the development process. However, there are certain limitations linked with its components and functionalities. First of all, the evaluation process highlighted weaknesses in the interaction with the VR Editor. Although it behaves well in Action customization, the script generation process is still complex due to the amount of information and steps needed from the user. In addition, some of its interactive components are not intuitive, resulting in the frustration of users when asked to implement certain behaviours. Regarding the Visual Scripting editor, the real-time compilation process may cause performance issues in advanced training scenarios and delay the initialization of scenegraph. Finally, both Visual Scripting and VR Editor were designed to generate simple Action behaviours, thus the implementation of complex behaviours would not be feasible due to the challenge in visualizing large amount of data in a compact form.
In the future, we aim to create Unity packages containing the encrypted xml file along with the project resources and scripts to compress training scenarios into one single file. This methodology will separate the platform from the content leading to the simplification of distribution and exploitation of the developed applications.
We aim to publish a new reflection system, which updates only the necessary parts of a script leaving the rest of the code intact. This would be essential, since most of the time we edit small parts of a script by replacing object paths or including new customization to Perform and Update methods. Regarding the Visual scripting and VR Editor tools, an extension for the near future is the implementation of a real time visualization system like a work-flow to monitor the data traveling through different components.
Finally, we aim to expand the demo training scenarios with additional VR content in the fields of cultural heritage and electronics to study the impact of scenegraph from a multidisciplinary approach.
